Let K be a 1-connected CW complex with H*(K;Zv) = Zv[x-\lx*.
This is just 4.4 and 4.5 of Toda [15] . We will also show that this result fails for q=p, w>l.
By taking K=S2m we get as a corollary the well-known result of Serre [9] .
Corollary 0.3. ^¿S2™)^^^2™-1) © ^(S^-^for all odd primes P-
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Hopf invariants.
Consider L=S"IlUe"2U-• -KJe"'-1 with «i+1-1> n>Zl and let «r=«1+«r_1.
Given ß e trn_x(L) form K=L*Jße"r and let xt be a generator in dimension «¿ of H*(K). Definition 1.1. The Hopf invariant of ß, h(ß), is that integer m such that xxx" =mx" .
James [8] has shown that this defines a homomorphism h:TTn_x(L)->Z. Note that if r=2 then h(ß) is the usual Hopf invariant as defined by Steenrod [12] .
Let ß e TTi(L) and let g:L->LvSn'-1 be such that: It should be noted that this definition is a direct generalization of G. W. Whitehead's Hopf invariant [16] and appears in [15] .
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving This theorem and the lemmas preceding it all generalize immediately to complexes L as defined above. We will therefore only state the results we need. I would like to thank Professor Porter for communicating this fact to me.
Let N=(L)n'-2 and a g 7Tnri_x(N) be such that L=Nuxen'-K Let in e TTn (N) be a representative of the inclusion map /" : S"1 c-»-Ar. Finally let M=S7W-1VL with k{ e n^M) representing Si->-M) i-n4, nr^x and let u:L<=+M be the inclusion. Proof. Since H*(E; Zp)~H*(S<>n-1;ZA we must have Zv=E\n~xf f*-*(.F; ZP). Let y be the generator of E2n~x such that dry=0, r<n, dny=x-Also since H*(Za; Zv)~Z\\x\\xq = Etü we get dn(y®xm)=xm+1 for m<q-1.
Lemma 2.2. F is a Zv-cohomology n-l sphere.
All that we must show given 2.1 is that jf|«-"»."-i=£<«-i»»-«-i Gr equivalent^ that E°2an-l=0. Let (Er, dr) be the Serre spectral sequence for F^(E, S)^v(Za, S""1"1) where S=p-1(S"n~1).
Then H*(ZX, S^^^^H*^ Uae9n; Zv) and, as we have assumed «(a,/7)=l, we get H*(K <UX eqn; Zv)~Z\x]¡xq+1. As in 2.1 we have y e £i2,,"~1 such that dny=x but now dn(y®xm)=xm+1, m<q, which implies Lemma 2.3. If there is a e ira7l_x(K) such that (h(<x),p)= 1, then
Proof. Since F is a cohomology «-1 sphere we have /:5n-1-»-F induces an isomorphism in Z" homology and, therefore, an isomorphism fif:pTTi(Sn-1)-+vTTi(F). But S"-1->fF-*S<in-1 is trivial and from the homotopy exact sequence we get a splitting and hencê (K) ~ "»¿s*-») ® ¿"i-iiS"-1).
Proof of 0.1. Assume h(a)=kp for all a e 7rnQ_x(K) and that ,»,(*) si MS9*"1) ® v^i-ÁS^1)-Let L=(K)iQ-2)n with K=L u, el*~1)n. Since #*(#; Z^ZJx]/*» we have (h(ß),p)=l and we have, by 2.3,
Further Ï.L-+K induces i^:v7Ti(Ly^-v'aA\K), one can easily see that ii\vtTi-x(Sn~1) is an isomorphism and /"+|J)'7ri(S<î_1>"-1) is trivial.
Look at the following section of the homotopy sequence for (K, L) : We also get as a corollary the following well-known result due to Hilton and Whitehead [5] . Proof.
We have the following commutative diagram of cofibrations
By the five lemma we have H^S* U2v e8; Z^^H^HP2; Z3) and hence get an isomorphism on the three component ^^(S* U2v e8)~37rHt(//P2). It should be noted that in considering 0.1 the only examples of spaces we have given have been reduced product spaces for spheres and for these we get nontrivial Hopf invariants if and only if q<p. In fact, Adams and Atiyah [1] have shown there exists no complex K with H*(K; Zp) = Zp[x]lxp+1 forp an odd prime, |x|=« if «/2 does not divide/) -1. So that in these cases there can exist no element in ■trp"_x(K<p~1)n) of Hopf invariant prime to p. It is reasonable to ask then if 0.1 is any more general than
